Strain rate sensitivity of nanocrystalline Au films at room temperature
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Abstract

The effect of strain rate on the inelastic properties of nanocrystalline Au films was quantified with 0.85 and 1.76 μm free-standing microscale tension specimens tested over eight decades of strain rate, between 6 × 10⁻⁶ and 20 s⁻¹. The elastic modulus was independent of the strain rate, 66 ± 4.5 GPa, but the inelastic mechanical response was clearly rate sensitive. The yield strength and the ultimate tensile strength increased with the strain rate in the ranges 575–895 MPa and 675–940 MPa, respectively, with the yield strength reaching the tensile strength at strain rates faster than 10⁻⁶ s⁻¹. The activation volumes for the two film thicknesses were 4.5 and 8.1 b³, at strain rates smaller than 10⁻⁴ s⁻¹ and 12.5 and 14.6 b³ at strain rates higher than 10⁻⁵ s⁻¹, while the strain rate sensitivity factor and the ultimate tensile strain increased below 10⁻⁴ s⁻¹. The latter trends indicated that the strain rate regime 10⁻⁵–10⁻⁴ s⁻¹ is pivotal in the mechanical response of the particular nanocrystalline Au films. The increased rate sensitivity and the reduced activation volume at slow strain rates were attributed to grain boundary processes that also led to prolonged (5–6 h) and significant primary creep with initial strain rate of the order of 10⁻⁷ s⁻¹.
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1. Introduction

The high yield strength of nanocrystalline metals [1] has led to new possibilities for mechanically improved structural materials. However, the beneficial effect of nanocrystallinity is weighed by the increased strain rate sensitivity [2–7] and increased creep rates compared to films with larger grain size. Nanocrystalline metals allow for large material volumes occupied by grain boundaries that control dislocation nucleation [4,8] and grain boundary mediated creep [9] while affecting the relative contribution of thermal and stress driven inelastic processes [10–12]. These often competing mechanisms result in increased rate sensitivity which is not uniform across time scales: diffusion controlled processes are important at slow loading rates and may dominate in materials with large percentage of grain boundaries. This competition between grain boundary and intragranular deformation mechanisms is expected to control rate sensitivity and the activation volumes in nanocrystalline metals.

To date, experiments have been limited to a small range of strain rates, typically 10⁻⁶–10⁻³ s⁻¹ [3,7,13,14], which, although very indicative of the existence of rate sensitivity, investigated a narrow range of strain rates and did not clearly distinguish the effects of room temperature creep [15] and anelastic stress relaxation [16], which are present at slow strain rates, on the overall deformation. Steady-state creep rates for nanocrystalline face-centered cubic (fcc) metals at room temperature have been reported to be of the order of 10⁻¹⁰–10⁻⁷ s⁻¹ [17,18]. However, these rates are quite lower than the primary creep rate which is
a function of the applied stress amplitude and affects the measurement of inelastic properties such as the elastic limit and the yield strength. Given that the stress within the high elastic limit of nanocrystalline metals can reach quite large values, it is evident that the primary creep rates in nanocrystalline metals subjected to high elastic stresses can be orders of magnitude higher than those reported in literature for bulk metals. Therefore, unless experiments span regimes of strain rate significantly broader than $10^{-6} - 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$, it may not be possible to separate the effects of stress induced plasticity and creep. There are additional considerations that need to be accounted for: the mechanical response of metallic films has been shown to vary with film thickness [3,7,19]. Espinosa et al. [19] reported on an inverse thickness effect on the yield strength of Au and Al films. More recently, Chauhan and Bastawros [20] investigated in detail the interplay between grain size and film thickness.

This experimental investigation focuses on relationships between the strain rate and the inelastic mechanical properties of Au films with nanoscale grain size and micrometer thicknesses. For the first time, the strain rate regime of $10^{-6} - 20$ s$^{-1}$ is spanned by microscale tension experiments in order to quantify the effect of competing deformation mechanisms with different intrinsic time scales on the mechanical response of thin films. To eliminate any film thickness effects, the specimen thickness was 20-40 times larger than the grain size. The measurements are corroborated by activation volume calculations, creep experiments to determine the primary and steady-state creep rates for nanocrystalline Au, and by fractographic studies to characterize the differences in damage evolution at slow and fast strain rates.

2. Experimental methods

2.1. Specimen preparation and materials characterization

The process of specimen fabrication included a 500 nm thick layer of thermal oxide that was grown on a silicon (1 0 0) wafer followed by a 2 μm thick photoresist layer, as seen in step (A) in Fig. 1a. After patterning the photoresist layer (step (B)), a trench was created in the oxide layer for depositing Au, as shown in step (C) in Fig. 1a. The photoresist layer was then removed and a 20 nm thick Ti layer was deposited to assist the adhesion of Au to oxide, which was deposited by RF sputtering. A second layer of 2 μm thick photoresist was then spin-coated and patterned to etch Ti/Au in a pattern that matched the final specimen dimensions, as shown in step (D) in Fig. 1a. Finally, the second photoresist layer was removed and the silicon underneath the Au layer was etched with XeF$_2$. The free-standing Au films were prepared as shown in schematic (E) in Fig. 1a after 30 cycles of etching, each lasting for 15 s. This process produced Au specimens with thicknesses of 1.76 and 0.85 μm and gauge width and length of 100 and 1000 μm, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1b.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies were conducted to determine the specimen thickness, average grain size and the texture of the Au films. Both in-plane and cross-sectional TEM samples were prepared to measure the grain size on the plane of the film and through the cross-section. For plan view TEM images, the 1.76 μm thick sample was mounted on a TEM grid to be ion milled for 30 min to obtain an electron transparent region. The bright field TEM micrograph in Fig. 2a was used to obtain the grain size distribution shown in Fig. 2b. The average grain size calculated from several TEM micrographs using the line average method was 30 ± 6 nm. From the diffraction pattern analysis it was found that the texture was predominantly (1 1 1) in the grain growth direction, with some evidence of (1 1 0). The wedge polishing technique was applied to obtain an electron transparent region for cross-sectional TEM sample preparation. In Fig. 2c, one can observe that the cross-section of the Au films is composed of several layers of deposition. Many grains were seen across the thickness of the film and the grain size was smaller in the cross-section compared to its in-plane dimensions. Finally, the cross-sectional SEM image in Fig. 2d shows the coherent cross-section of the Au films.

Table 1 provides the details of the grain size, texture and lattice constant for each film thickness, as obtained by XRD. The correctly determined value of the Au lattice constant ensures the accuracy of the XRD measurements. Furthermore, the film texture is similar to previous reports for sputtered Au thin films [7]. For all practical purposes the grain size of the two film thicknesses is considered the same (~ 40 nm) in discussing the experimental results.

2.2. Microscale tension experiments

Conducting experiments at time scales varying from microseconds to hours requires a force sensor with fast time response, long-term stability and rate-independent compliance, as well as displacement actuators with fast response and minimal inertia. Similarly, strain must be measured directly from the specimen gauge section, preferably using a fine speckle pattern generated on the free-standing specimens with submicron scale particles. Using a custom-built apparatus, silicon particles with 1 μm average size and a homogeneous distribution were dispersed as shown in Fig. 3 and according to the method described in Ref. [21]. The particles adhered to the free-standing thin film specimens due to van der Waals forces, providing high-fidelity full-field displacements via digital image correlation (DIC) [21] so that both axial and transverse displacements could be calculated. This method provided ~25 nm resolution in film extensions [21], which is comparable to the resolution by experiments conducted inside scanning or transmission electron microscopes, with the additional capability to probe strain rates varying by almost eight orders of magnitude, which is not possible in experiments conducted inside analytical chambers.
In order to span the rate regime of $10^{-6}$–$20\ \text{s}^{-1}$, two loadcell types were employed. At loading rates of up to $10^{-3}\ \text{s}^{-1}$ a strain gauge loadcell was used, whereas for strain rates $10^{-3}$–$20\ \text{s}^{-1}$, a piezoresistive loadcell was
employed. A modular microscale tensile testing apparatus was built to accommodate the two transducers. A digital camera with maximum frame rate of 15 fps was used at low strain rates ($10^{-6}–10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$) and a high speed camera with 100,000 fps was used for the higher strain rate experiments ($10^{-3}–20$ s$^{-1}$).

The strain in each experiment was computed from the optical images, so the use of two apparatuses with components of different compliance did not affect the calculation of full-field displacements or strains by DIC. In order to compare the measurements of the two apparatus configurations, Au specimens of 1.76 µm thickness were tested at the same strain rate ($6 \times 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$) by using the strain gauge loadcell (slow) and the piezoresistive loadcell (fast) configuration, and the two stress vs. strain curves are shown in Fig. 4. The two curves overlap almost until failure, which emphasizes the accuracy and repeatability of the present experiments.

3. Results and discussion

Earlier works by Emery and Povirk [13,14], Chasiotis et al. [3] and Wang and Prorok [7] presented strain rate data for Au films that spanned strain rates between $10^{-6}$ and $10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$. We extended this range to about eight decades of strain rate, between $6 \times 10^{-6}$ and 20 s$^{-1}$, spanning time scales prone to different inelastic deformation mechanisms, such as creep and dislocation plasticity.

3.1. Rate-dependent mechanical behavior of Au films

Fig. 5a and 5b show the engineering stress vs. strain curves at strain rates of $6 \times 10^{-6}–20$ s$^{-1}$. The precise strain rate was determined directly from the strain measured by the CCD camera. The engineering stress vs. strain plots have a clear linearly elastic region up to large stresses, followed by yield and limited strain hardening before final failure. Unlike previous literature reports, clear shear localization occurred at all rates but the width of the shear band decreased with increasing applied strain rate, as was evidenced by the measured ultimate strain. The initial slopes of all stress vs. strain curves were very close to each other, resulting in average elastic moduli of $64.7 \pm 6.5$ and $66.6 \pm 2.5$ GPa for 0.85 and 1.76 µm thick specimens, respectively (averaging $66 \pm 4.5$ GPa for both thicknesses). These values are smaller than the modulus of bulk Au, reported as 78 GPa[22,23], but very consistent with modulus values reported for most tensile experiments with Au films in the literature[3,7,13,14,19,24,25]. Different authors have attributed the smaller elastic modulus to microstructure [14] and grain boundary relaxation [24], and, in the case of significantly smaller stiffness values, to film porosity [3,26]. Film porosity has been reported to be the reason for low elastic modulus, yield strength and tensile strength.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film thickness (µm)</th>
<th>Grain size (nm)</th>
<th>Texture</th>
<th>Lattice constant (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>{1 1 1}</td>
<td>0.4091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>{1 1 1}</td>
<td>0.4095</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Speckle pattern on the gauge section of a microscale sample with superposed resolved displacement field. The 2.43 µm offset in the displacement field originates in the rigid body translation of the left grip of the specimen, which is attached to a compliant loadcell. The excellent specimen alignment is evidenced by the alignment of the displacement contours.

Fig. 4. Stress vs. strain curves of two free-standing Au film specimens tested at the same strain rate of $6 \times 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$ using a strain gauge and a piezoresistive loadcell.
Hugo et al. [27] reported that DC magnetron-sputtered (DCMS) Cu films had a lower elastic modulus compared to pulsed laser-deposited films. Based on TEM images, the authors concluded that the reduced stiffness was a result of porosity in DCMS films due to gas entrapment. Similarly, Chasiotis et al. [3] explained the low modulus and yield strength of electrodeposited and evaporated Au films tested at several strain rates by means of film porosity. As shown in Fig. 2 a, c and d, there were no signs of porosity in the present Au films, which is also corroborated by the high values of 0.2% yield and ultimate tensile strengths.

On the other hand, nanocrystallinity favors the larger contribution of grain boundary compliance to the overall film stiffness. Therefore, the reduced elastic modulus may be associated with the increased grain boundary volume that is occupied by disordered Au atoms contributing to the increased film compliance [28,29]. This argument, however, does not provide a general mechanism for nanocrystalline materials. Experiments conducted by Jonnalagadda et al. [21] on 400 nm thick nanocrystalline Pt films with an average grain size of 25 nm resulted in an elastic modulus that was independent of the strain rate and nearly the same as that of bulk Pt.

Some literature reports have discussed the reduced elastic modulus in terms of irreversible grain boundary and intra-grain dislocation processes, which are eliminated after an initial process of material loading/unloading [30]. The elastic modulus reported in this work was consistent at all time scales, and therefore initial loading relaxations owed to grain boundary diffusional processes can be ruled out. Furthermore, the loading and unloading moduli measured in the present experiments were identical at slow and very fast loading rates, which rules out the presence of such initial irreversible deformation processes [30]. On the other hand, it has been reported that relaxation processes associated with grain boundary sliding and mediated by dislocation pinning may be partially reversible and result in anelastic behavior and rate-sensitive moduli, as reported for micron-sized grains [31,32]. The rate-insensitive modulus reported in this work indicates that, if present, the rate of such anelastic deformation processes may be negligible at the time scales of our measurements and for the particular Au films. Similar rate insensitivity was reported by Jonnalagadda et al. [21], which implies that the specific material fabrication and post-processing treatments may determine the anelastic behavior of metallic films.

The inelastic properties of the Au films, i.e. the elastic limit, the yield strength and the ultimate tensile strength, as shown in Fig. 6a and b, were significantly higher than the literature values at comparable strain rates [3,7,19,13,14] due to the Hall–Petch effect, which was pronounced for the particular films with ~40 nm grain size [1,2,6]. Furthermore, the trends in the elastic limit, the yield strength and the ultimate tensile strength in the range of almost eight decades of strain rate in Fig. 6a and b point to strain rate sensitivity, which is in agreement with the previous results for Au [3–7,19] and other nanocrystalline fcc materials, such as Cu [15] and Ni [15]. In particular, the elastic limit increased by 86% and 126% from the slowest (10^-4 s^-1) to the fastest (20 s^-1) loading rate for 0.85 and 1.76 μm thick specimens, respectively, whereas the 0.2% yield strength increased by 47% and 38%, respectively. The ultimate tensile strength was more consistent and varied by only about 25% for both film thicknesses. It is noteworthy that at rates equal or larger than 10^-1 s^-1 the yield strength and the ultimate tensile strength of the 0.85 μm thick films virtually coincided at about 900 MPa, pointing to an upper limit in the tensile yield and ultimate strength for the particular nanocrystalline Au films.

The plot of the ultimate strain vs. strain rate in Fig. 7 can serve to further understand the mechanisms at work after yielding: the ultimate strain was very consistent at strain rates of 10^-4–20 s^-1, but a major increase took place at <10^-4 s^-1, with the ultimate strain reaching 6–7%. This large strain was accommodated by a wide localization band at the site of shear failure that was between 45° and 54° with respect to the applied load. Strain localization occurred at high engineering stresses (>600 MPa) and
was accompanied, as will be shown later, by significant void formation and growth inside a shear band. At the same strain rate \(10^{-4}\ s^{-1}\), the elastic limit and the yield strength plots changed slopes compared to the faster rates of \(10^{-2} - 20\ s^{-1}\).

These changes in slope and the increased ductility at slow loading rates stemmed from the competition between the deformation due to the externally applied stress and the room temperature creep/stress relaxation processes that can have high rates for thin films [3]. To further elucidate this point, the room temperature primary and the steady-state creep rates were quantified by creep experiments with 1.76 \(\mu\)m thick Au films and at applied stresses smaller than the elastic limit recorded at the slowest strain rate (6 \(\times\) 10^{-6} s^{-1}): The films were held at constant stress for up to 21 h, then unloaded for 3 h, and this loading profile was repeated three times. The creep strain was calculated by using DIC as described before. An example set of creep curves (8 h loaded, 3 h unloaded Au films) is shown in Fig. 8, indicating the prolonged primary creep in the first creep cycle, which spanned 5–6 h. The primary creep rate and its duration both increased, with the magnitude of stress being of the order of \(10^{-7} s^{-1}\) at \(t = 0\) under an applied stress of 250 MPa. The increased creep rates are due to the contribution of diffusional processes at the extended grain boundaries in nanocrystalline Au. Therefore, even larger primary creep rates are expected to take place at higher, nominally elastic, stresses. Given this long duration of primary creep, it is concluded that the slow strain rate experiments \(\left(10^{-6} - 10^{-5} s^{-1}\right)\) are strongly influenced by room temperature primary creep. On the other hand, at the faster strain rates \(\left(10^{-4} - 20\ s^{-1}\right)\), inelastic processes are driven by intragranular dislocation processes, although dislocation nucleation still occurs at grain boundary ledges and triple junctions [8].

As will be shown later, the mechanical behavior of Au films at \(\lesssim 10^{-5}\ s^{-1}\) showed increased rate sensitivity and a
reduction in the activation volume, which are attributed to the significant contribution of grain boundary activity and room temperature primary creep. The steady-state creep rate that is commonly used to investigate grain boundary or dislocation creep was significantly lower ($\leq 10^{-8}$ s$^{-1}$), as determined from Fig. 8, and not affected the present experiments because it occurred after a prolonged primary creep phase.

The primary creep rates by themselves are not sufficient to describe the strain evolution under a prescribed load ramp, as shown in Fig. 5. A complete description would require accounting for the entire loading history as the primary creep rate in cyclic creep experiments was found to decrease significantly. Fig. 8 shows the evolution of creep strain (after subtracting the initial elastic strain at $t = 0^+$) at 200 MPa for three successive loading creep cycles. It can be seen that the rate and duration of the primary creep component decreased with the creep cycle. Although all creep curves reached comparable steady-state creep rates, the contribution of the primary creep component was reduced after each cycle. This behavior may be attributed to propagation of initial defects, controlled by the extensive grain boundaries, the primary creep phase. Upon sufficient deformation (time), steady-state nucleation and propagation of defects resulted in steady-state creep at a given applied stress. The experiments in Fig. 5a and b and the creep plots in Fig. 8 point to the important realization that it is not sufficient to measure the inelastic material parameters of nanocrystalline films at the rate of $10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$, which is commonly done, because for this class of material this rate lies at a pivotal point in the inelastic mechanical behavior.

3.2. Strain rate sensitivity of nanocrystalline Au films

The dependence of inelastic properties of metals on the applied strain rate has been well documented [33]. The yield stress, $\sigma_y$, and the strain rate, $\dot{\varepsilon}$, can be related through a power law, $\sigma_y = K \dot{\varepsilon}^m$, where $K$ is a constant and $m$ is the temperature-dependent strain rate sensitivity factor. Ignoring the proportionality constant and taking the logarithm of both sides of the equation, the rate sensitivity factor $m = \log(\sigma_y)/\log(\dot{\varepsilon})$ is calculated. At low temperatures this factor is small, of the order of 0.01 or smaller for microcrystalline fcc metals, while it is as high as 0.11 for body-centered cubic (bcc) metals [33]. However, recent studies reported a variety of rate sensitivity factors for nanocrystalline and ultrafine grain fcc metals, such as Au [13,14], Cu [15] and Ni [5], most of which are of the order of 0.015–0.06 [34]. The increased rate sensitivity of nanocrystalline fcc metals results in hardening and delayed shear localization [2,6,35]. The opposite effect has been observed in nanocrystalline bcc metals, for which the rate sensitivity decreased, despite the increase in yield strength [36]. The associated reduction in the activation volume of fcc metals is due to the small grain size, which promotes grain boundary diffusion and associated plasticity by increasing the net grain boundary volume and the stresses which drive the grain boundary processes. The significantly increased role of grain boundary processes changes the relative importance of the inelastic deformation mechanisms [35], thus resulting in increased strain rate sensitivity.

Fig. 9a is the log–log plot of the elastic limit and the film yield strength vs. the applied strain rate. The data for the elastic limit and yield strength in Fig. 9a follow bilinear trends (i.e. power laws) and the calculated rate sensitivity factors are indicated next to each fitted line segment. Using the elastic limit, the calculated strain rate sensitivities were 0.03 at strain rates $10^{-4}$–$20$ s$^{-1}$ (for both film thicknesses), and 0.07 and 0.15 for the small and the large thickness, respectively, at strain rates of $10^{-6}$–$10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$. Strain rate sensitivities between 0.01 and 0.03 have also been reported before for nanocrystalline Ni from tensile and nanoindentation experiments [37] at strain rate regimes corresponding to the fast strain rates applied in the present study. The trends are similar to those obtained using the 0.2% yield
strength, but, given that the elastic limit is the first sign of deviation from the elastic behavior, it is considered to be a better parameter with which to assess the contribution of grain boundary processes to the overall inelastic deformation compared to the graphically calculated 0.2% yield strength, which would inevitably include the process of hardening which was not our primary focus.

Fig. 9b is a plot of the natural logarithm of the applied strain rate vs. the elastic limit for the two film thicknesses, from which the activation volume can be calculated as \[ V = \sqrt{3K_T \frac{\delta \ln \dot{\varepsilon}}{\delta \sigma}}. \] (1)

Similarly to the strain rate sensitivity factors, the activation volumes also followed bilinear trends. At low strain rates \((<10^{-5} \text{ s}^{-1})\), which are within the rates covered by most literature data for Au films [3,7,14], grain boundary diffusion, grain boundary sliding mediated by dislocation activity and controlled plasticity are the primary reasons for increased rate sensitivity, which is also corroborated by the low activation volumes, i.e. 4.5 and 8.1 \(b^3\). However, even at considerably faster strain rates \((10^{-4}-20 \text{ s}^{-1})\), the activation volumes were 12.5 and 14.6 \(b^3\), which are low compared to large-grained Au, and are due to the significant fraction of grain boundaries, which control dislocation nucleation and pinning [8], and to the small grain size, which limits the average dislocation line length. An activation volume of 14 \(b^3\) has also been reported before from tensile experiments on nanocrystalline Ni with 20 nm grain size [37]. The larger activation volumes at rates of \(10^{-4}-20 \text{ s}^{-1}\) are strong indication of intragranular dislocation based plasticity, as opposed to the slower strain rates when grain boundary processes dominate. Smaller activation volumes, between 2.7 and 5.6 \(b^3\), have been reported from aluminum nanopost compression experiments at a nominal strain rate of 0.02 \(s^{-1}\) [38]. The activation volumes from nanopost experiments have been related to dislocation nucleation, while the smaller activation volumes in the current work at lower strain rates represent the combined effect of grain boundary diffusion, grain boundary sliding and dislocation nucleation and pinning required to mediate these mechanisms. The low activation volumes reported from nanopost experiments at rates comparable to our fast strain rates are in agreement with experimental observations where the activation volumes calculated from nanoindentation experiments \((7 \ b^3)\) were half of those calculated from tensile experiments \((14 \ b^3)\) on the same nanocrystalline Ni [37]. The strain rate sensitivities, \(m\), and the activation volumes, \(V\), for each film thickness, calculated using the elastic limit and the 0.2% yield strength values, are listed in Table 2.

Similar arguments can be made based on the strain rate sensitivity plots. There is a fivefold increase in the strain rate sensitivity factors at \(<10^{-4} \text{ s}^{-1}\) for 1.76 \(\mu m\) films, supporting the aforementioned argument for significant contribution of room temperature creep to the inelastic film deformation. The significant contribution of room temperature creep to the mechanics of the present films is possible due to the large elastic stresses that are attainable in the material because of the lack of large defects to initiate localization and, more importantly, the small grain size that supports a strong Hall–Petch effect. Therefore, at the high stresses (450–700 MPa) at which the Au films reached their elastic limit at \(10^{-4}-20 \text{ s}^{-1}\), it is expected that intragranular dislocation plasticity [4,36] dominates, while at the slower strain rates, \(10^{-6}-10^{-4} \text{ s}^{-1}\), grain boundary diffusion and dislocation nucleation and pinning processes play a major role in inelastic deformation, as supported by the marked change in the rate sensitivity factor at \(10^{-4} \text{ s}^{-1}\).

3.3. Damage evolution as a function of strain rate

Failure at all strain rates and for both film thicknesses occurred by shear localization, as shown in Fig. 10a and 10b, which are the top film surface SEM micrographs of the fracture cross-section of Au specimens loaded at \(10^{-6}\) and \(10^{-4} \text{ s}^{-1}\), respectively. At \(10^{-6} \text{ s}^{-1}\), the failure cross-section was considerably thinner in the wide shear localized region, which supported the large ductilities shown in Fig. 7. The surface and volume voids in the damage zone in Fig. 10a extended as far as 5 \(\mu m\) away from the failure line. On the other hand, the shear bands in Au films loaded at \(10^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1}\) were narrower and had a few surface voids, which were limited to a small region near the failure line, as shown in Fig. 10b. Although the distribution of voids was uniform in the cross-sections of films loaded at \(10^{-6}\) and \(10^{-5} \text{ s}^{-1}\), this was not the case for the specimens loaded at \(10^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1}\) or faster. The fracture surface of these samples was dominated by large film mid-plane voids, as shown in the insert in Fig. 10c, where large voids, formed before shear flow, and catastrophic crack propagation are shown in the same figure. These significant voids were present in both film thicknesses loaded at fast strain rates, while very few microvoids are seen on the specimen top surface in Fig. 10b. In general, at strain rates above \(10^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}\) failure nucleated at the center of the specimen width, where large microvoids were observed in the film mid-plane. This is the first account of large void formation in the shear localization band of films without the serrated type of failure reported previously [3,19]. Void growth has been reported in the literature in larger scale Ni [4] and Ni–Fe [39] specimens with thicknesses of the order of 100 \(\mu m\).

In the present experiments, the growth of large mid-plane voids was due to significant triaxial stresses developed at grain boundaries and between the deposition layers of Au seen in Fig. 2c [40]. The high yield strength (\(~850\) MPa) at the fast strain rates and the property mismatch between differently oriented grains caused high local stresses responsible for local slip, hardening and eventually void formation. Contrary to the film surface, the lateral constraints are the strongest inside the film, where the condition of plane stress ceases to apply due to local polycrystalline inhomogeneity, hence large voids can form. At slow strain
rates the film stress does not reach as high values, while the slow process of loading provides sufficient time for local stress relaxation and more uniform growth and coalescence of small voids that are evenly distributed in the entire film cross-section, which, in turn, leads to wider shear bands and larger ductilities. Once a localized shear band forms across the specimen, the applied strain rate in that region increases as most of the deformation is concentrated in this small region due to the reduced cross-sectional area. For a rate-sensitive material, the increased deformation rate causes hardening in the localization region, preventing early failure. As a result, the width of the shear localization band increases, as was evident in the slower rate experiments. This is consistent with previous reports on increased rate sensitivity, which stabilizes shear localization and thus delays failure allowing for large strains [41]. Therefore, the strain rate does

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain rate (s⁻¹)</th>
<th>Film thickness (µm)</th>
<th>( m_{\text{elastic limit}} )</th>
<th>( m_{\text{yield strength}} )</th>
<th>( V_{\text{elastic limit}} ) (b³)</th>
<th>( V_{\text{yield strength}} ) (b³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( 10^{-8} \rightarrow 10^{-6} )</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 10^{-4} \rightarrow 20 )</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10. Top surfaces of specimen fracture cross-sections, loaded at (a) \( 10^{-6} \) s⁻¹ and (b) \( 10^{-1} \) s⁻¹. The arrows point to the direction of the applied far-field load. (c) Fracture cross-section of a specimen loaded at \( 10^{-1} \) s⁻¹, with the insert showing large void growth before catastrophic crack initiation.
affect both void nucleation and growth. Void nucleation in nanocrystalline materials has been investigated by several groups [8,42]. Using atomistic simulations of nanocrystalline metals [8], Van Swygenhoven suggested that shear and hydrostatic stresses develop at grain boundary ledges and triple junctions due to grain sliding incompatibility. Thus, grain boundaries act as sources for emission of dislocations and partials. Similarly, Kumar et al. [4] suggested that, in the early stages of deformation, dislocations are emitted from grain boundaries when intragranular slip is coupled with incompatible grain boundary sliding, which facilitates void formation at the grain boundaries. Grain boundary sliding can lead to voids at triple junctions, unless it is accommodated by diffusion or power law creep, which are insignificant at strain rates faster than $10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$. Thus, this mechanism is responsible for void nucleation at the faster strain rates. Such voids are known to grow in shear [43] to relieve the constraints by a grain or a group of surrounding grains. Since the grains near the center of the specimen are the most constrained, the voids at the mid-film plane will grow and coalesce faster. In contrast, significant creep relaxes the effect of local constraints at the slower strain rates. The large elastic limits measured even at the slow strain rates amplified the local mismatch stresses at grain boundaries which lead to voiding. At slow strain rates, void nucleation can originate in vacancy diffusion and accumulation, along with other creep cavitation processes [44]. Thus, the damage observed at slow rates is well distributed in the film cross-section. It should be noted that in all specimens tested the density and size of pre-existing voids were beyond the imaging resolution of both an SEM and a TEM, as shown in Fig. 2a, c and d. The distinct difference in damage evolution processes at different strain rates emphasizes the need for understanding of the three-dimensional damage evolution in nanocrystalline fcc thin films.

4. Conclusions

The strain rate sensitivity of free-standing nanocrystalline Au films with 40 nm average grain size was experimentally investigated over a wide range of strain rates, $6 \times 10^{-6} - 20$ s$^{-1}$, by a custom-built experimental apparatus for microscale films. The experimental apparatus and methods were verified for accuracy through the various strain rates by the consistent elastic moduli of free-standing Au films at all strain rates, averaging $66 \pm 4.5$ GPa. The free-standing Au films of both thicknesses were strain rate sensitive, were characterized by small activation volumes (4.5 and 8.1 b$^2$ vs. 12.5 and 14.6 b$^2$ at strain rates lower and higher than $10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$, respectively) and by very high inelastic property values due to their small grain size. Interestingly, the yield and ultimate tensile strengths approached the same value of $\sim 900$ MPa at strain rates faster than $10^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$. The very high elastic stresses even at slow loading rates increased the contribution of primary creep, at an initial rate $\geq 10^{-7}$ s$^{-1}$, which influenced the slow strain rate response and increased the material rate sensitivity at loading rates slower than $10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$. The two different regimes of strain rate sensitivity established with respect to rates $10^{-5}-10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$ point to the important realization that knowledge of the inelastic material parameters of nanocrystalline films at the commonly used strain rate of $10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$ is not sufficient because this rate could be a pivotal point in the inelastic mechanical behavior of nanocrystalline films.

Film failure occurred by shear localization at all strain rates, even when the yield strength approached the material tensile strength. However, the extent of void growth decreased and the void size increased with increasing strain rate, while strain hardening and strain rate hardening stabilized shear localization at the lower strain rates. High stress triaxiality in the film mid-plane and fast loading rates resulted in constrained void growth in the film mid-plane. These large voids resulted in smaller strain at catastrophic crack initiation and small shear localization zones, compared to an abrupt increase in the size of the shear localization zone at strain rates lower than $\leq 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$, which was supported by small distributed voids. From the two modes of failure reported here, it is concluded that even for a very large number of grains across the thickness of nanocrystalline films, which establishes a statistically homogeneous film, damage initiates and progresses in a three-dimensional manner and may not be appropriately described by a two-dimensional analysis.
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